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The one-dimensional liquid-fuel rocket combustion theory of 
Spalding is extended to apply to models consisting of two different 
droplet groups. In one model, droplet radii and injec-tion velocities 
are varied, and in the other the particle densities and mass transfer 
numbers are non-uniform. Solutions are obtained for the variation of 
droplet radius, velocity and gas velocity with distance from the 
injection end. 

I. Introduction c--w- 

A one-dimensional theory of liquid-fuel rocket combustion 
has been considered in a previous paper by Spaldingj. In it the 
assumptions have been made that the injected droplets all have the same 
initial radii and velocities and that the fuel and oxidizer have the 
same physical properties. The additional assumption of taking a 
chemical loading parameter* E, dofined by Spalding, to bt3 zero, makes 
it possible to obtain analytical solutions to the equation &scribing 
the model. This assumption corresponds to taking the tcmpcrature 
inside the combustion chamber to bc everywhere at its maximum attainable 
value, $n a subsequent paper we have considered the effect of chemical 
reaction , and have shown that under conditions for which combustion is 
possible the solutions of Spalding do not differ much from those which 
take account of reaction. Since this procedure produces considerable 
mathematical simplification and only small errors in the solutions, it 
is worth while adopting it for tb: consideration of other one-dimensional 
combustion models. 

In the following work we have investigated the effect of 
varying the initial droplet sizes and injection velocities. Two droplet 
groups have been considered, which might be taken to be the fuel and 
oxidant of a bi-propellant syslemc The assumptiolzs of Xodel I of Spalding 
in which the chemical loading parameter E is zero, have here been made., 

------------------c-----------------------------------------------~--------- 

*Denoted by L in Rcfs.1 and 2. 
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We have also considered a combustion model, involving two groups of 
droplets, with different densities and transfer numbers. As previously, 
the assumption of a uniform temperature throughout the combustion chamber 
is also made; this is somewhat less realistic than formerly, because now 
the fuel-oxidant ratio in the: gas phase varies, 

In Model I of Spalding, the assumption E = 0 made it possible 
to obtain explicit analytical solutions for the differential equations 
describing the system. Although by adopting this procedure, we have 
obtained considerable simplification it has been possible to obtain explicit 
analytical solutions only for extreme conditions. This is due to the fact 
that each equation involves both groups of droplets injected into the 
combustion chamber. Numerical solutions to the equations have been 
obtained by use of a high-speed electronic digital computer. 

2. .D,1Lffefercntial Equations - s-- 

2.1 T&c equatzoL$ d.roElet vsporization _Lv c-e- -I- 

If one considers a number of droplet groups, denoted by the 
suffix i, then in Ref.1 it has been shown that the Jaw of Croplet 
vaporization for each droplet group may be written in the form 

Dri 9 --- = v. --- = - ~~(7) Ri(ri) fi,(Re) 
l ** (I) 

Dt lax 

where th r. = droplet radius of i 1 droplet 

D 
..w. = total derivative 
Dt 

= droplet velocity of i th 
V. 

1 
droplet 

x =: axial distance 

ci 
= function of rcactedness 7, 

(Q = 
for ith droplet 

I for gas in equilibrium) 

R. 1 = function of droplet radius ri 

f = function of i th 
il droplets Reynolds number. 

It has been shown by Spalding and Jain 394 , that in simple cases 

lk 
Ri = -- ---- log (l+Bi) 

ri "P.& 
i 

where k = average gas conductivity 

0 = average gas specific heat 

. . . (2) 

= density of i th 
P& . droplet 

1 
B. = transfer number of i th 

L droplet. 

2.2/ 
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2.2 The ewtion of dro$ct drx -a.- -.--- -u_- -=.a 

The rate of change of the velocity of the i th droplet may 
be written as 

where 

law. 

d-v. 
v* -4 = 

9 P 
- --A%- (u-v) mi(r) fi2(Re) .*. 

%ix 
(3) 

2s4 l?i 
i 

Pg = viscosity of gas in equilibrium state 

function of 7 for i th m. = 1 droplet expressing 
variation of gas viscosity with temperature 
(mi .= 1 if 7 = 1) 

f i2 = function of i th droplets Reynolds number. 

For small Re, fi2 = 1 and equation (3) reduces to Stokes's 

As Re increases fi2 rises above unity, cf., Ref.4. 

2.3 ion in droplet vaporisation u- --- 

The mass conservation equation may be written in the form 

Ci pei ?i N. 
G = p, u 8(~) + G --------,-w-t 

'i phi ~~0 Ni 
..e (4) 

where the summation extends over all droplet groups. 

G = mass flow rate of injected material per unit duct area 

P, 
= density of gas in equilibrium 

u = gas velocity 

6 = function of 7, expressing the dependence ol" 'chc gas 
density on reactcdncss 

r. = radius of i th 
1 droplet 

r. = initial radius of i th 
LO 

droplet 

Ni = fraction of droplets of initial 

2.4 Assumption of zero chemical lo& .--------B-P. 
1 

radius r. 
LO' 

Spslding'has shown, that by making a defined chemical Loading 
parameter E equal to zero, the reaotedness 7 inside the gas, becomes 
everywhere unity. The combustion system considered consists of uniform 
droplets with equal properties but it is seen that, by suitable 
adjustment of his equations so that they apply to a system of non-uniform 
droplets, the result mill also be app;llicable, 

The significance of E = 0 is that the chemical reactivity 
of the gases is very large. For bi-propellant systems, the burning rate 
is then entirely determined by physical factors. 



If r = 1 then one can put oi = I, mi = I and 6 = I 

with corresponding simplification of equations (I), (3) and (4). 
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2.5 Equations in dimcnsiorAl.ss form 

The equations describing the behaviour of the fuel droplets and 
that of the surrounding gas are conveniently reduced to dimensionless form 
by introducing the following set of dimensionless variables: 

Droplet radius : 

Droplet velocity : 

Distance : 

Vaporisation rate : 

Droplet drag : 

Gas velocity : 

r. 
gi = -2 

r 
0 

..- (5) 

Xi = 
pg vi ----I . . . (6) 

G 

E' zz R. pg x -s-w -- s-4 (7) 
Gr 

0 

P 
pi = 2 . . . (8) 

RO 

9 
si = I --5L 9.. (9) 

2 P&i r. R~ 

UP (J) = -A . . . (IO) 
G 

where r 
0 

= maximum droplet radius 

RO 
= value of Ri at 1: = r. for the droplet group 

with initial radius rO. 

With the dimensionless quantities as defined above the 
differential equations become 

%i. 
Droplet vaporization : xi --- = -pi fil. 

as 

Droplet drag 
dxi ‘i fi2 

' Fi--- = 
ag 

---g-- (OXi). 

i 

Gas velocity 
‘i pi Yi Ni 

: w  = 1 L -I---------- 

‘i fro Yi ‘i 

where 

..* (II) 

. . . (42) 

l ** (13) 

. . . (14) 

P&o = density of the droplet group with initial radius roe 



We shall take x1 to be cf the form given by equation (2). 

Then the 6irnenzionless 

in which we have put Di = 
log( l+Bi) 
-..------- a 0. ('r6) 
l&+Bo) 

B. = transfer number 

Spsldiriig has 

of droplet group with initial radius r . 0 

shown that for values of Be < 30 the ratio 

fi2'fil does not differ by nore than about 6% from urlity. If in addition 

it is assumed that Stokes's law is operative, one will have fi2 ecpal to 

I 

vaporizatio;l rate nay be written as 

unity. 'J/e shall therefore assum that for all g;-oups of particles 

f il = f i2 = 1. l ** (17) 

Equations (II), (12) aad (13) refer to al as yet unspecified 
nu::lber of droplet groups, the psrkicles of each group having the same 
initial m&us, injection vclocit~, dcrlsity am3 trmsfer ilLX4Ue~~. We shall 
consider particular conh.s”crion models in which these qumtities are varied 
and determine what their effect is on the combustion system as a whole. 

A co:.ibustion nlodcl is considcrcd, consisting of -LWO groups of 
droplets, having the sane physical properties but different initial radii 
and injection velocities. For such a system one will have 

and 

Ya = yb = I 
\ 

Da = Db = It 
.a. (18) 

.0* (19) 

Ps, = density of both droplet groups. 

The differential equation fog: droplet vaporization and drag 
and the equation for the gas velocity becomes 

.*. (20) 

%i 
Xi --- = 

. . . (21) i = s,b 
as ‘3 - 1 

in which 

.*. (22) 

The/ 



The boundary conditions are: 

= x,, xb = xbo ‘> . . . w-4 

. . . (24b) 

3.2 Parameters and results --2+-w --e___**-s -,--.. 

We shall assume that equal masses of the two droplet groups are 
injected into the combustion chamber. By USC of (23) it follows then, that 

e 
Na = bo -----m-m- ; -----mm . 

z? + o 50 % 
e.0 (25) 

As has been done for combustion Models I(a) and II we choose the droplet 
drag parameter to be S = I. 

The following choice for the initial radii and injection 
velocities has also been made 

s,, = ’ zbo = 0.6, 1 

x a0 = 0.5 x-b0 z.z 0.1, 0.5. J 
. . . (26) 

In Figs.1 - 3 are shown the results obtained on integrating 
equations (20) - solution fol ~~oGe$2Z?[a~~t$ the above parameters. The corresponding . , ~ 1 shown for comparison by dotted lines. 

4. Combustion Xodel IIIM --WI_- 

.droolet densities and mass ' - - a---- *-w-_-.s---- 
s------Y 

We consider a combustion model consisting of two groups of 
droplets with different densities and mass transfer numbers. It is 
assumed that both groups have the same initial droplet radius and 
injection velocity. 

The dimensionless equations for droplet vaporization and drag 
and that for the gas velocity become 

d&i Di I 

G--- = - -- -- . . . . (27) 
dE Yi Zi 

xi, 
dXi 

(s” y  I‘T + G YbNb) (I) = 1 - -L%."----------- . 
cao)!ar'a + Go @$j 

. . . (23) i = a,b 

. . . (29) 

The/ 
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The drag parameter S is given by eTdatioi1 (ly), the 
quantities ph, and R. referring now to any one particular droplet 

group, e43 7 the particle group with smallest Bi value. 

The boundary conditions are: 

*a = Xb = x0, cc) = 
i 

F; = E;* : ga = Zb = 0 

xa=xb= I, w= 

. . . (305) 

0 .* (3Ob) 

4.2 Parameters and results -p-i-- 

It is assumed that equal masses of the two droplet groups are 
injected into the codustion chamber. Use of (23) then gives 

N BT 'b Y3, ----m-m ; Eb = ------I . 
a l ** (31) 

Y, + Yb Y a+ 'b 

We have taken the drag parameter to be S = 1. To make 
comparison with Model I(a) possible, me have chosen the following boundary 
condition 

1= a0 
= Cbo = I 

\ 
X = a0 = Xbo 0.5. f J 

.00 (32) 

Reference to the work of Spslding" shows that for practical cases 
the values of yi and Bi are such that 

0.6 < yi < 1.5 

I < Bi< 9. 

We have therefore chosen the following extreme values 

Y, = 1 Da = I 
\ 

yb z.z 0.6, I Db = I, 3. 
i 

.*. (33) 

E:quations (27) - (29) have been integrated for vnlucs of the 
above parameters and the solutions obtained are displayed in Figs.& - 6. 
The corresponding solut;ion of Fodel I(a) is also shown for comparison. 

xa’ 
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where we have taken cso = ya = Da = 1. 

where 

Equations (34) - (36) may be combined to give the single equation 

#a = aa-I. 

The boundary conditions 8x-e: 

'a = 0: $a = 1 

Ga = 0: ga = 2x0-1 = 

Equation (37) LS identical with the corresponding 
Spalding' for combustion Model I(a). It may be integrated 

3, s s 
#a = 

t 
/3 + 9-m. -9 

a.0 ) 
+I --9- ;” . 

s-3 za s-3 a 

. . . (34) 

. . . (35) 

. . . (36) 

..e (37) 

l .m (38) 

equation of 
to give 

. . . (39) 

Integration of (34) g ivcs the diskzicc from the injection end at which the 
droplets disappear. One obtains 

J 

t 

c* = 5 

0 

which on snbstitution gives 

. . . 0-J) 

Comparison with equation (39) of Spnlding shows that for complete 
combustion the minimum length of the rocket must be increascci by an amount 
I s 

99 m-9 . 
IO s+2 

5. -.*-. 
Conclusions 

Examination of Pigs.1 - 6, and Sections 3 and !+, shows that the 
combustion Idodcls considered have the following propertics: 

W 
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(i) Both droplet groups decrease continuously in diameter during 
their travel from the plane of injection. The distance of 
disappearance of the droplets decreases with diminishing 
droplet radius or injection velocity. A similar effect is 
obtained if the droplet density is decreased or the IXLSS 
transfer number incrcascd. The length of rocket rcquircd 
for complete combustion must be incroascd in both cas\:s. 

(ii) An upper limit for the necessary combustion chamber length is 
given by equation (41) whcro c* and x0 are evaluated for 
the most slowly vaporizing droplets. Consideration of 
Node1 III(a), with one of the propellants injected in the gas 
phase, leads to an cquntion similar to (&I) where c* and x0 
now refer to the droplet group wit;2 finite initial radius. 

(iii) In practical casts the required incrcasc in combustion chamber 
1engM~ is no greater thaz about I$, when compared with that 
nccesssry for propellant-systems with uniform initial conditions 
and physical properties. 

(iv) The droplet velocities initially fall, roaching 'ihcir minimum 
values when they correspond to that of the enclosing gas. The 
droplets once more reach the gas velocity at their point of 
disappearance. 

(v) The gas velocity increases monotonically from zero and renchcs 
its maximum value at the LJoint of d.i sappesrance oi' all droplets. 
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